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LL AT Kingsley Park were saddened to learn of

the death of Sheikh Hamdan Al Maktoum, the

deputy ruler of Dubai, who died peacefully on

March 24 at the age of 75. 

Sheikh Hamdan was undoubtedly one of the most

prominent and influential figures in domestic and

international horse racing across the last 40-50 years.

A major breeder under the banner of his Shadwell Estates

operation and a patron and driving force behind the Arabian

Racing Organisation, Sheikh Hamdan enjoyed fantastic

success as an owner around the world.

His success on the British stage began when the two-

year-old Mushref landed the Redcar Silver Salver for him

on July 30, 1980, but across the years his royal blue, white

epaulets and striped cap silks have been sported on such

legendary horses as Derby winners Nashwan and Erhaab,

Irish Derby winner Salsabil and the massively talented

sprinters Dayjur and Battaash. In all, he has been champion

British owner no fewer than nine times, including last year.

On the international scene, his horses have enjoyed

success in some of the world’s greatest races. Almutawakel

landed the Dubai World Cup, while he has owned two

winners of the Melbourne Cup in At Talaq and Jeune.

Invasor also carried his silks to success in the Breeders’

Cup Classic.

His connection with the Johnston stable began in the

spring of 2002, when an existing owner, Mr Al Rostamani

gifted his horse Bandari to Sheikh Hamdan.  Since then, his

Johnston-based horses

racing to Group success

have included the Group

1 winner Awzaan

(Middle Park Stakes),

the Group 2 winners,

Bandari and Elarqam

and the Group 3 winner,

Muraaqaba. Memorably,

we have also enjoyed

watching the other

progeny of Nufoos

follow in their mother’s

winning footsteps in the

royal blue of Shadwell –

Muteela, Hajras, Tasfeya

and Khamaary.

Asked for his

impression of Sheikh

Hamdan as an owner and breeder to deal with, Mark

Johnston mentioned two aspects of the Sheikh’s personality. 

‘I think what set him apart from other owners of that

scale were his hands-on involvement and the deep

knowledge he had of his own horses’, Mark recalls. 

‘I remember going racing when there was nobody else

with him and he reeled off the horses he had with me and

asked about them all. 

‘It was tremendous for him to be so closely involved with
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the horses and to be blessed with such a memory.’

HOROUGHLY passionate about racing and referred

to by many as a loyal and humble man, Sheikh

Hamdan will be hugely missed by those who follow racing

and leaves behind a tremendous legacy in the global racing

and bloodstock businesses. Our thoughts are with his family

and friends at this sad time.

Bandari, right, wins the Hardwicke Stakes under Wilie Supple in 2005 ahead of Richard Hills aboard Maraahel
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Awzaan wins the 2009 Middle Park
Stakes  under Richard Hills


